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[End Confidential Informationi

21.
Loss of a Disruptive Force. The competitive concerns arising from the increased levels
of concentration that this transaction would cause are exacerbated by the role that T-Mobile plays in
wireless industry competition. T-Mobile has a history of disruptive competitive conduct that has
continued at least up to the time the transaction with AT&T was negotiated. This transaction would result
in the elimination of this competitive force from the wireless marketplace.
22.
T-Mobile has played an important role in the development of a more competitive mobile
services marketplace by engaging in both pricing and technical innovation. Although T-Mobile faces
challenges as the industry develops and responds to the increasing data demands of consumers, the record
does not support the bleak short-term outlook for T-Mobile that AT&T has portrayed in its submissions.
In 2010, T-Mobile generated earnings before taxes and depreciation of approximately $5.4 billion on
$21.3 billion in total revenues.56 T-Mobile currently offers both voice and data services, using the same
network technologies employed by AT&T - namely GSM-based and UMTS/HSPA-based technologies.57
Its GSM network covers 282 million people, and its high-speed HSPA+ network covers 195 million
people (approximately 62 percent of the U.S. population) as of April 2011.58 The speed of T-Mobile's
(Continued from previous page)
[End
Confidential Information]
ATTF-TMO-00775795 at 2, 21 [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]
56 See Press Release, "T-Mobile USA, Inc., T-Mobile USA Reports Fourth Quarter 2010 Results" (Feb.

25, 2011); see also
http://www.annualreport.telekom.comlsiteO4 I 0/en/kf/operative-segmente-des-konzerns/index.php (visited Nov. 8, 2011).
As of year-end 2008, T-Mobile accounted for 12 percent of the market by subscribers and by revenue (see Fourteenth
Mobile Wireless Competition Report at 31). At year-end 2009, its respective shares remained at 12% (see Ffteenrh
Mobile Wireless Competition Report at 35), but by year-end 2010, its respective shares had fallen to 11% (See John C.
Hodulik, Batya Levi, UBS Investment Research, US Wireless 411 (Aug. 17, 2011).). Although T-Mobile's national
market share and revenues have fallen somewhat in recent years, the company remains profitable and indeed, AT&T
valued T-Mobile at [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]billion as a standalone
enterprise, while independent analysts valued it on average at $29.5 billion. See FCC-ATF- 00019081 at 9, 31.
Most mobile providers in the United States use one of two second generation, or "2G," digital technologies: GSM
(Global System for Mobile Communications) or CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access). They are referred to as
"2G" because they succeeded the first generation of analog cellular technology. T-Mobile and AT&T (and some
other providers) have deployed GSM, while other providers, such as Verizon Wireless and Sprint, have deployed
CDMA. The GSM standard is more widely deployed than CDMA by providers in other countries, (e.g., CDMA is
not deployed in Europe). Beyond 2G, certain GSM providers, including AT&T and T-Mobile, have deployed a
series of next-generation network technologies along the GSM migration path, each with increasingly higher data
transfer speeds that have enabled more advanced mobile data services. These technologies include GPRS (General
Packet Radio Service), EDGE (Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution), WCDMAIUMTS (Wideband
CDMA/Universal Mobile Telecommunications System), HSPA (High Speed Packet Access), and HSPA+. See
Fifteenth Mobile Wireless C'ompetition Report, at ¶100.
58 Commission analysis of American Roamer coverage maps, April 2011, and census block population data from the
2010 Census. See also T-Mobile, Where Is 4G Available? at http://T-Mobile-coverage.T-Mobile.coml (last visited
Nov. 20, 2011). American Roamer, an independent consulting firm that tracks service provision for mobile voice
and mobile data services, provides, under contract, coverage boundary maps of facilities-based mobile wireless
providers based on the coverage boundaries provided by them by the network operators. We note that our analysis
of coverage maps provided by American Roamer likely overstates the coverage actually experienced by consumers
because American Roamer reports advertised coverage as reported to it by many mobile wireless service providers,
each of which uses a different definition or determination of coverage.
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broadband network is comparable to AT&T's current broadband service offerings, and is expected to be
comparable for the next several years.59 In fact, T-Mobile's documents indicate that [Begin Confidential
Information]
[End Confidential
Information]
23.
We also note that, a short time before the announcement of the transaction, T-Mobile's
new CEO, Mr. Philipp Humm, had announced and begun to implement several new initiatives designed
to make T-Mobile more competitive and increase its market share, which included expanding T-Mobile's
advanced network (3G14G) footprint to cover 290 million people by 2013,61 [Begin Confidential
Information]

59See Eric Zeman, Verizon Winning 4G Race, INFORMATION WEEK (Oct. 25, 2011); Craig Gaibraith, Forget LTE;
HSPA Still Has Speedy Potential, Vision2Mobile.com (Oct. 25, 2011) (citing 4G Americas, "The Evolution of
HSPA: The 3GPP Standards Progress for Fast Mobile Broadband Using HSPA+," (Oct. 2011), and quoting 4G
Americas' president, Chris Pearson, "While LTE has tremendous momentum in the marketplace and it is clearly the
next-generation technology of choice for all operators, HSPA will continue to be a leader in mobile broadband
subscriptions for the next five to ten years."). Both HSPA+ and LTE may be considered fourth generation (4G
technologies. [Begin Confidential Information]
:' [End Confidential Informationj See ATfF-TMO-0 1226926 (AT&T, Dec. 6,
2010 email between Paul Weisbecker (ATT) and Kelsey Joyce (T-Mobile)). Also, T-Mobile's HSPA+ deployment
[Begin Confidential Information]
[End
Confidential Information] ATTF-TMO-00103622, at 10 (Network i3:siness Quarterly, "T-Mobile USA," Mar. 18,
2011).
60 See, e.g.,
DTTM-FCC-00 1565562 (T-Mobile, "Deutsche Telekom, Discussion Materials," Dec. 7, 2010 at 6)
[Begin Confidential Informationi
[End Confidential Information]; DTTM-FCC00227200 [Begin Confidential Information]

[End Confidential Information]. See, e.g.,
DTTM-FCC-00 160570-618 (T-Mobile, "T-Mobile USA Monthly Business Review," Jan. 31, 2011); DTTM-FCC1b0l54591-596 (T-Mobile, "TM US Update," Jan. 24, 2011); DTTM-FCC-00014786-814 [Begin Confidential
Information]
[End Confidential Information]; DTTMFCC-00291583-598; [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Informationi; DTTM-FCC-00154929-961 [Begin
Confidential Information] .
.
[End Confidential
Information]; DTTM-FCC-00246144-155 (T-Mobile, "Bonn Agenda," Sept. 10, 2010); DTTM-FCC-00186848
(T-Mobile, "T-Mobile Discussion Materials," August 26, 2010); see also DTTM-FCC-00058902-904 [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential
Information]
DTTM-FCC-00244755,
at
40
[Begin
Confidential
Information]
End Confidential Information]; DTTM-FCC00 122680 [Begin Confidential Information]

•

[End Confidential Information]; ATTF-TMO-00020468 [Begin Confidential Information]
-

[End Confidential Information]; ATTF-TMO00100421 [Begin Confidential Information] End
Confidential Information]
61
DTTM-FCC-00 150636 at 41 (T-Mobile, "T-Mobile USA Investor Day," January 20, 2011).
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173 [End Confidential Information]
T-Mobile similarly monitors and responds to competitive moves by AT&T. Prior to the
58.
announcement of the proposed transaction, for example, T-Mobile ran a series of high-profile
advertisements targeting AT&T directly. In these advertisements, T-Mobile encouraged AT&T
customers to switch to its network. For example, in the advertisement, "Step Up to Nationwide 4G
without Losing your Shirt," the script talks about AT&T requiring customers to "pay more to be
slower."174 In a July 2010 Strategy Document T-Mobile notes of AT&T, [Begin Confidential
175 [End
Information]
Confidential Information]
The evidence set forth above explains why it is likely that a sufficient number of
59.
customers view AT&T and T-Mobile as their first and second choices to generate a concern about
unilateral effects.'76 In consequence, AT&T' s acquisition of T-Mobile would be likely to confer a
unilateral incentive on the combined entity to raise prices. Because AT&T and the other national
providers offer to set rates and service plans on a national basis, we would expect that if AT&T acts on
this incentive, it would do so by raising rates by the same amount nationwide.177
b.

Repositioning and Entry

Position of the Parties. The Applicants argue that another reason that the proposed
60.
transaction would not result in anticompetitive unilateral effects is because competition from other
providers would prevent any exercise of market power. In particular, AT&T claims that regional
providers such as MetroPCS, Leap, and U.S. Cellular would expand to replace any competition lost from
the elimination of T-Mobile (through repositioning in markets currently served and entry into CMAs not
172 ATTF-TMO-00179485 at 2 [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]
173 ATTF-TMO-0014l215 at 5 [Begin Confidential Information]
[Begin Confidential Information]

[End
Confidential Information] ATTF-TMO-0121392l at 3 [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]
174 Available at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFjVZizLVE4 (last visited Nov. 20, 2011).
175 See DTTM-FCC-00239668 at 21 [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]
176 The dispersion of buyer second choices shown by the porting data and the magnitude of the price-cost margins
for the national brands calculated by staff demonstrate substantial differentiation across the firms offering retail
wireless services - over such characteristics as brand reputation, service offerings, technologies, geographic
coverage, location of local stores, handset availability and the like. Nothing in our record suggests that most retail
buyers who have AT&T and T-Mobile as their first and second choices would view the services offered by their
third-choice provider as a very close substitute to their second choice provider at pre-merger prices. See GUPPI
analysis in Economic Analysis.
177 While AT&T suggests that regional managers have discretion to set prices for handsets on a regional basis, they
have provided no evidence that this would mitigate the exercise of market power that may result from the
transaction. While AT&T suggests that regional managers have discretion to set prices for handsets on a regional
basis, they have provided no evidence that this would mitigate the exercise of market power that may result from the
transaction. Letter from AT&T Inc. and Deutsche Telekom AG (July 22, 2011).
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spectrum.44° Free Press also notes that the Applicants make the "unfair" presumption that AT&T,
without the proposed transaction, would do nothing to improve its long-term network performance and
that a standalone AT&T would have a more difficult time converting subscribers to LTE than the
combined firm would.'
167.
Discussion. In the sections below we analyze the engineering model. We discuss its
structure and methodology and explain how, through its use of a mathematical distribution formula, it
incorrectly calculates cell-splits and incorporates other methodologies that significantly exaggerate the
costs of the standalone firms-values that are fed into the economic model. We also analyze the key
engineering inputs into the model as well as other claimed engineering efficiencies.
1.

Engineering Model Structure

Overview. While the underlying methodologies of the engineering model are relatively
168.
simple, the structure and format of the engineering model is complex. It estimates in five steps the
efficiencies of the proposed transaction in fifteen CMAs selected by the App1icants.°2 These
calculations are performed in each year from 2011 to 2016 for AT&T and T-Mobile on a standalone
basis, as well as under the assumption that they are combined into a single entity.443 These steps are: (a)
calculating the total annual traffic based on the input forecasts of subscribers, average voice and data
usage per subscriber, and the proportion of subscribers using 2G GSM, 3G UIMTS, and 4G LTE
services;° (b) deploying currently held spectrum among GSM, UMTS and LTE technologies on existing
cell sites;5 (c) determining, in areas where the spectrum holdings are insufficient to meet the quality
threshold that no more than [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]
percent of sectors in a given market exceed their capacity during the busiest hour,446 the number of sectors
that need to be split to add sufficient capacity to meet it; (d) deploying new macro cell sites first and then,
if necessary, more expensive DAS"°7 to the extent required to provide the required capacity; and (e)
comparing the incremental annual network capital and operating costs associated with these macro and
DAS additions per additional subscriber for the combined firm with those of the standalone firms to
estimate the incremental cost efficiencies resulting from the proposed transaction.'8
169.

Despite the Applicants' claims that the engineering model reflects their regular business

°

Letter from Chris Riley, Policy Counsel, Free Press, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (Aug. 11, 2011) ("Free
Press LTE Presentation Ex Parte (Aug. 11, 2011)") attaching Free Press Presentation on AT&T's LTE Deployment at 14
("Free Press LTE Presentation").
441
Free Press LTE Presentation at 14.
442
See Applicants' Engineering Model (Aug. 11, 2011) at tab" SubMC_All", cells B8:B22
(These markets, listed by market number, are: New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Washington, DC, Miami, San
Diego, Buffalo, Portland, OR, Charleston, San Juan, Shreveport, Portland, ME, Boise City, Gainesville, Waco.)
See Engineering Analysis Overview (Aug. 3, 2011) at 4; see also Engineering Analysis.
14

See Engineering Analysis Overview (Aug. 3, 2011) at 5. For the combined firm, it is assumed that [Begin
Confidential Informationi
[End Confidential Information] of subscribers are on UMTS/LTE by 2016.
'
LTE and UMTS receive priority for spectrum allocations under the constraint that a minimum of [Begin Confidential
Information] [End Confidential Information] megahertz must be allocated to GSM service in each area. Engineering
Analysis Overview (Aug. 3, 2011) at 8.
°
See Engineering Analysis Overview (Aug. 3, 2011) at 9.
The model constrains the number of cell splits each year to: (1) One cell split per sector per year and; (2) at most 10
percent of sectors in a market each year can be split. See Engineering Analysis Overview (Aug. 3, 2011) at 11 and 12.
See Engineering Analysis Overview (Aug. 3, 2011) at 15.
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nationwide analysis of how many of the integrated T-Mobile sites would actually improve capacity in
each year based on network traffic projections.496 Instead, the Applicants submit as proof of their cell site
complementarity claim evidence that [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential
Information] percent of the T-Mobile sites will be retained in San Francisco and that more than [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] of these retained sites will
actually address UMTS congestion issues. The Applicants claim this evidence is representative of
AT&T's nationwide network.497 The record does not contain support for the Applicants' claims that the
information about San Francisco is, in fact, representative of AT&T's nationwide network.498 Indeed,
elsewhere in the record, Applicants have claimed that they would retain approximately [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] of T-Mobile' s [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] 499sites nationwide.
189.
Staff nevertheless attempted to validate the Applicants' claims with respect to capacity
relief by conducting a site-by-site integration analysis using a computer model based on wireless network
engineering principles. As explained in the Engineering Analysis this analysis suggests that far fewer
than [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] T-Mobile sites are
"instantly" available to relieve AT&T capacity constraints.500 Moreover, when using the Applicants'
engineering model network traffic projections, in every year but one until 2016, the number of additional
T-Mobile sites available annually to relieve congestion on the AT&T network is less than
s
current build rate.50' While we accept that it is unlikely that AT&T could build [Begin Confidential
Information]
[End Confidential Information] sites in two years, our analysis suggests that the
magnitude of the benefit is substantially lower than what the Applicants have suggested.
190.
Similarly, based on the evidence in the record, it appears that AT&T could acquire the
same number of capacity relieving cell sites without acquiring T-Mobile, either by leasing, co-locating or

496 William Hogg's estimate of [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]
See Hogg Declaration a. 23 n. 16. Reed and Tripathi performed a more uetailed network integration study for parts
of the San Francisco and Los Angeles CMAs but not nationwide. They found that [Begin Confidential
Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent of T-Mobile sites could be productively
integrated into AT&T's network. See Network Integration White Paper at 4-5.
Network Integration White Paper at 5; Response to Information Request by Deutsche TeleKom AG and
T-Mobile USA, Inc. Supplemental Response of T-Mobile USA to Information and Discovery Request Dated May
27, 2011, June 13, 2011 at Sites data file Item_45_Site Data_v2.csv. Capacity constraints on AT&T' s network in
San Francisco are not representative. In fact, San Francisco is one of the most spectrum constrained markets in the
AT&T network. See, Carlton Reply Declaration fl33-34 and Table 3. Because it is so congested, more T-Mobile
cell sites are useful to address capacity constraints than T-Mobile sites in the other markets, where the average keep
rate is [Begin Confidential Informationj [End Confidential Information] percent. See Engineering Analysis,
Appendix D at § III.A.
4985ee Stravitz Declaration ¶ 45.
See Hogg Declaration at ¶lI 43-46; Hogg Reply Declaration at ¶ 12 (". . .the combined company would achieve
capacity- creating synergies through: (a) increasing cell density by integrating more than [Begin Confidential
information]
[End Confidential Information] T-Mobile sites...").
500The record is silent with respect to capacity constraints on the combined and T-Mobile standalone networks.
The greatest number of sites that we estimate that AT&T would have to add to its network in any given year is
[Begin Confidential Information]
End Confidential Information], which is only [Begin Confidential
Information]
End Confidential Information] sites more than their current build rate. Staff analysis of cell
site and traffic data submitted by Applicants in response to Information and Discovery Request dated May 27, 2011.
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target IJMTS capacity constraints.542 We believe that the aggregated 2G and 3G average network
utilization comparisons between the two networks at the market level are not sufficient to quantify the
network utilization efficiency gains of the combined network. While the Applicants assert that an
engineering analysis of San Francisco sector-level traffic data can accurately predict nationwide benefits,
they do not support that assertion.

c.

LTE Penetration.

210.
The extent of LTE penetration is another input for the engineering model. The model
attributes a lower rate of LTE device deployment to the standalone firms due to claimed reduced spectrum
flexibility. The model assumes that [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential
Information]percent of the combined firm's subscribers would have LTE by 2016 compared to [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] for AT&T and [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] LTE deployment for standalone
T-Mobile543 We find this assumption counterintuitive for several reasons and believe it has a significant
misleading effect on the benefits of the proposed transaction.
211.
One of the Applicants' primary justifications for the necessity of this transaction is that,
as standalone firms, AT&T and T-Mobile are, and will continue to be, spectrum and capacity constrained.
Due to these constraints, we find it more plausible that a spectrum constrained firm would maximize
deployment of more spectrally efficient LTE, rather than limit it. Transitioning to LTE is primarily a
function of only two factors: (1) the extent of LTE capable equipment deployed on the network and (2)
the penetration of LTE compatible devices in the subscriber base. Although it may make it more
economical, the transition does not require "spectrum headroom" as the Applicants claim.5' Increased
deployment could be achieved by both of the Applicants on a standalone basis by adding the more
spectrally efficient LTE-capable radios and equipment to the network and then providing customers with
dual mode HSPAILTE devices.545 As soon as the penetration reaches a predetermined level, an LTE
carrier can replace an HSPA carrier and dual mode devices will use the new LTE carrier.546 As LTE
penetration increases further, UMTS spectrum would then be transitioned to LTE as demand required.547
542 See, e.g., id.at 3.
See Applicants' Engineering Model Presentation at 6.
See ATFF-TMO-0 1202704 at 5 (AT&T, "Spectral Efficiency Improvements," July -August 2009) Efficiencies
can result both as a result of deploying devices that support the latest network technologies and from deploying
devices that include improvements in receiver technology that are independent of networks; see also MetroPCS and
NTELOS Petition at 30-32
See generally GSM-UMTS Network Migration to LTE, LTE and 2G-3G Interworking Functions. February
2010. http://www.3gamericas.orc/documents/20l0 LTE Introduction into GSMUMTS Networks Feb 2010 FINAL.pdf.
546

We would also note that LTE has been designed to facilitate spectrum redeployment and ease technology
migration. LTE can be deployed in channel sizes down to 1.4MHz +1.4MHz, which would make it more efficient,
from a spectrum conservation perspective to transition GSM customers directly to LTE, rather than first equipping
them with HSPA devices. See generally GSM-UMTS Network Migration to LTE, LTE and 2G-3G Interworking
Functions, February 2010. http://www.3gamericas.org/documents/201 0_LTE_Introduction_into_GSMUMTSNetworks_Feb_2010_FINAL.pdf. See also Letter from Michael Lazarus, Counsel, MetroPCS, to Marlene
H. Dortch, Secretary FCC (Jan. 13, 2010) (MetroPCS Ex Parte (Jan. 13, 2010) attaching presentation of Hossam
H'mimy, Ericsson Inc., LTE technology capabilities at 5-6; Letter from Jean L. Kiddoo, Counsel, MetroPCS to
Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (Aug. 19, 2011) (MetroPCS Ex Parte (Aug. 19. 2011) at 4 (suggesting
T-Mobile "clearly would have adequate spectrum to begin offering 4G LTE"); ATTF-TMO-00043902 at 11-16
(AT&T, "Mobility Network Performance, Infrastructure Evolution and Changes in the Network," Nov. 15, 2010)
(detailing HSPA+ and LTE Upgrades). See generally, ATTF-TMO-00004733 (AT&T, "Marketing - Mobility
(continued....)
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claim that once the networks are integrated T-Mobile' s GSM and UMTS customers would enjoy
improved coverage, including superior in-building and in-home service because of the denser grid and
access to 850 MHz spectrum.62'
241.
Discussion. We find that many of the claimed benefits are not transaction specific. First,
the adoption of each company's best business practices, including customer service best practices, is not a
transaction specific benefit because the improvement of specific business functions by either AT&T or
T-Mobile could be achieved absent the proposed transaction. In addition, internal AT&T documents
indicate that [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] of
T-Mobile personnel in general and administrative and sales would be eliminated which suggests that if
the combined firm were to adopt T-Mobile best business practices in these areas they would retrain
AT&T employees rather than use the T-Mobile employees that have already successfully employed these
practices.622
242.
Access by T-Mobile's customers to AT&T's current and future rate plans and devices is
similarly not a transaction specific benefit. Currently, T-Mobile's customers may choose an AT&T rate
plan and, in turn, a current AT&T device for service simply by switching from T-Mobile to AT&T. This
transaction would in fact limit T-Mobile customers because T-Mobile's customers would no longer be
allowed to switch to a different T-Mobile plan. Therefore, we do not consider such access to be a
transaction-specific benefit. Similarly, if T-Mobile's customers wish to have a broader mobile-to-mobile
calling base, they could subscribe to an AT&T rate plan that now offers mobile-to-mobile calling to all
mobile wireless subscribers regardless of their provider.623
243.
T-Mobile's customers' unlimited access to the AT&T network while continuing on their
current T-Mobile rate plans is a transaction-specific benefit since it is highly unlikely that this level of
access would occur absent the proposed transaction. Similarly, eliminating the mark-up that each charges
the other for roaming would like result in lower prices to end consumers. However, the Applicants do not
provide any quantification of either of these benefits, and therefore, we are unable to include these
benefits in our balancing of competitive harms arising from this transaction.
244.
Conclusion. We find that these benefits are not cognizable or quantifiable. The
Applicants have not demonstrated that certain of these benefits are merger specific, or if they are merger
specific, we cannot verify their magnitude.
F.

Broadband Deployment

245.
Background. The Applicants claim that the proposed transaction would lead to a
significant expansion of LTE-based mobile broadband coverage. Regardless of the proposed transaction,
AT&T's most recently announced plans call for extending HSPA+ mobile broadband to its full wireless
footprint, covering 97 percent of Americans by the end of 20 12.624 AT&T has stated that, absent the
merger, they will upgrade areas covering approximately 80 percent of the United States population to
LTE by 2013 and then cease further LTE expansion.625 The company claims that if the proposed
621 See Public Interest Statement at 44; Hogg Declaration at ¶9[ 57-58.
622 See e.g., FCC-ATT-00019081 at 21 (AT&T, "Project Auto, Mercury transaction - executive briefing," March 17,
2011 (Draft 03171 1c19)) [Begin Confidential Information]

[End Confidential Information]
623 See Unlimited mobile-to-mobile calling to any mobile phone is part of AT&T's unlimited messaging feature.
http://www.wireless.att.com/cell-phoneservice/services/serviceDetails.jsp?LOSGId=&skuld=sku4980440&catld=cat1470003 (visited Nov. 20, 2011)
624
Joint Opposition at 81.
625 Public Interest Statement at 55.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1. This Economic Analysis describes the Applicants' (AT&T Inc. ("AT&T") and T-Mobile
USA, Inc. ("T-Mobile")) Merger Simulation Model ("Economic Model") and other analyses to evaluate
the potential price effects from the Applicants' proposed transaction. It primarily addresses price effects
that may result from unilateral incentives and efficiencies and leaves the discussion of other competitive
harms to the main body of the Staff Analysis and Findings ("Staff Analysis").l As discussed in the Staff
Analysis, we find that if the proposed transaction is allowed to proceed, AT&T would have the incentive
and ability to impose substantial unilateral price increases. This conclusion is supported by two analyses
set forth in this Appendix. First, the unilateral pricing pressure measures generated by the proposed
transaction suggest that the transaction would make AT&T' s post-transaction demand less elastic,
conferring on the combined firm a unilateral incentive to raise price. Second, with more reasonable
assumptions, the Applicants' Economic Model predicts that the transaction would result in substantial
price increases, even accounting for efficiencies. The sections below provide details of the technical
analysis and modeling supporting these conclusions.
IL

UNILATERAL PRICE EFFECTS

2. Unilateral effects concern the incentive for AT&T to impose post-transaction price increases
regardless of the responses from other mobile wireless providers. The transaction may raise the
profitability of a unilateral price increase strategy by eliminating T-Mobile as an independent competitor
and substitute product for mobile wireless consumers. In the unilateral effects model most commonly
employed in differentiated products settings, AT&T would have an increased incentive after the
transaction to raise prices because some of the sales that would previously have been lost after a price
increase would be recaptured by T-Mobile products with which it formerly competed but it now owns.
The profitability of that price increase depends upon the degree of substitution between the products sold
by the two firms and the relative profit margins of the products.
3. The common unilateral effects simulation model assumes that both merging firms would
continue to sell their products in the market, but that the merged firm would maximize the two firms'
profits jointly. This modeling approach captures one aspect of the competitive problem raised by the
Most of the technical economic modeling submitted into the record was related to unilateral effects so we focus on
this potential harm.
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proposed transaction, but this common model has limited ability to predict the magnitude of the harm
when applied to this transaction because AT&T does not intend to offer T-Mobile service plans to new
subscribers after the transaction, while allowing current T-Mobile subscribers to continue service under
their existing pricing plans.2 As a result of this decision, all mobile wireless providers (not just AT&T)
may have an incentive to impose unilateral price increases; the demand each firm faces would become
less elastic due to some fraction of current subscribers losing T-Mobile as their second choice and
therefore having to switch to their third choice if faced with a price increase. Less elastic demand results
in an increased incentive to impose unilateral price increases at all firms since fewer customers would
switch to a competing firm when faced with higher prices. The magnitude of likely price increases
depends, in part, on the relative attractiveness of the third choice for the group of subscribers for whom T Mobile was their second choice. All else equal, the less attractive the third alternative is relative to T Mobile, the greater is the incentive for post-transaction price increases among all mobile wireless
providers.

A.

Upward Pricing Pressure

4.
The Gross Upward Pricing Pressure Index ("GUPPI") measures the value of lost sales
from one merging firm to the other following a price increase.3 The GTJPPI provides an indication of the
potential for adverse unilateral effects by measuring the incentive of the merged firm to raise the price of
one product to divert sales and raise the profits on another product against which it formerly competed,
but it now owns.
5.
The theory on which the GUPPI is based assumes that a single owner jointly maximizes
the profits of both firms after a merger, which does not hold for this transaction. In addition, the GUPPI
estimates we present do not account for many potentially important additional factors that may affect
pricing, including: (a) product repositioning; (b) market entry; (c) transaction-specific marginal cost
reductions; (d) quality improvements; (e) exclusionary effects; (f) oligopoly interaction, if it is other than
Bertrand-Nash conduct, including the possibility of post-transaction coordination; and (g) price
adjustments from other, non-merging firms. The first four factors would tend to reduce upward pricing
pressure while the latter three would be expected to exacerbate potential price increases.
6.
Despite these limitations, we present GUPPI calculations as a measure of the competitive
constraint that T-Mobile currently exerts on AT&T prices.4 Following the transaction, the value of lost
2 Application Public Interest Statement, Declaration of Dennis W. Carlton, Allan Shampine, and Hal Sider ("Canton
Declaration") at ¶ 64. Put differently, the Applicants' view of the proposed transaction allows the price of T-Mobile
products to rise, as do we, but we go further in our review in Section IV of the Staff Analysis by taking the view that
T-Mobile prices would in effect rise all the way to the level at which the demand for T-Mobile products is choked
off. Our review of the Applicants' Economic Model shows that our concerns about competitive harm do not depend
on our assumption. We prefer our approach conceptually as likely to generate a more reliable prediction of the
magnitude of harm, though our approach would be difficult and perhaps impossible to implement quantitatively in a
formal model with the information in our record. The combined firm could, in principle, achieve cost savings from
closing T-Mobile service plans and no longer marketing the T-Mobile brand that would not be available under the
Applicants' Economic Model where it would continue to sell both firms' products, but in practice, our review of the
claimed efficiencies in Section V of the Staff Analysis concludes those potential cost savings are largely of the type
that typically do not lead to lower prices or other benefits for end users and/or are unsupported in the record. See
Staff Analysis at9I 135.
See Horizontal Merger Guidelines, U.S. Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission, (Aug. 19,
2010) ("DOJ/FTC Horizontal Merger Guidelines") at §6.1.
In the setting in which the GUPPI is most commonly employed (a merger between sellers of differentiated
products where the merged firm intends to continue to sell both firms' products), the GUPPI is better understood as
a barometer for gauging the potential for post-merger price increases. See id. .See, also, e.g., Serge Moresi, "The
(continued....)
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sales from firm one (AT&T) that are now recaptured by the now owned second firm (T-Mobile) can be
expressed as:
GUPPI1 = D21 * M2 * p2/p1
where D21 is the fraction of customers leaving firm one that would choose to buy instead at firm two
following a price increase, known as the "diversion ratio," M2 is the percentage profit margin at firm two,
and P2 and P1 are the prices at the respective firms.5 The GUPPI calculation for firm two is analogous.
7.
The GUPPI formulas do not take into account potential marginal cost reductions that may
result from merger-specific efficiencies. Any reductions in marginal cost would create downward pricing
pressure that may partially or fully offset the upward pricing pressure calculated above. An alternative
measure of the competitive constraint that T-Mobile currently exerts on AT&T prices, the Compensating
Marginal Cost Reduction (CMCR),6 is closely related to the GUPPI. Given the same assumptions
underlying the GUPPI, the CMCR provides the percentage reduction in marginal costs that would be
required to occur at both of the combined firms to just offset the upward pricing pressure (i.e. GUPPI=O
percent).7 The CMCR for firm one is given by the following formula:
CMCRI = [M1*D12*D21+M,*D21*(P2/P1)] I (1_M1)*(l_D12*D21)
where D12 is the fraction of customers leaving firm two that would choose to buy instead at firm one, M1
is the percentage profit margin at firm one and the remaining variables are as previously defined.8 The
CMCR for firm two is analogous. In the sections that follow, we first discuss the parameters required to
calculate the GUPPI and CMCR and then present the estimates of each.

1.

Buyer Substitution

8.
The degree of buyer substitution between the products of the merging firms is one of the
central components of any analysis of the unilateral effects of a merger between sellers of differentiated
products, whereby the greater the degree of buyer substitution, the larger the predicted unilateral pricing
effects would be.9 The standard economic measure of the degree of substitution between the products of
(Continued from previous page)
Use of Upward Price Pressure Indices in Merger Analysis", The Antitrust Source, www.antitrustsource.com,
February 2010 (visited November 28, 2011). In our setting, in which the combined firm intends to sell only one
firms' products, we rely on the GUPPI as a way to calibrate the magnitude of diversion ratios, and assess whether
they are sufficiently large as to suggest that the transaction would make demand noticeably less elastic, conferring a
unilateral incentive to raise price.
See Steven C. Salop & Serge Moresi, Updating the Merger Guidelines: Com.'nents (Public Comment to Horizontal
Merger Guidelines Review Project Nov. 2009) at 19-20, available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/comments/horizontalmergerguides/545095-00032.pdf (last visited Nov. 27, 2011).
6
Unlike merger simulation models or elasticity and pass-through rate estimation, the CMCR does not depend on the
assumed functional form of demand. The CMCR depends only on diversion ratios or demand elasticities measured
at the pre-merger equilibrium and does not require knowledge of how these values may differ at the new postmerger equilibrium. See Froeb, Luke and Steven Tschantz, and Gregory Werden, Pass-Through Rates and the Price
Effects of Mergers, International Journal of Industrial Organization, 23 (2005) 703-715. Available at SSRN:
http://ssrn.comlabstract=274848.
As the Applicants note, both firms would not be required to exhibit marginal cost reductions as large as the CMCR
if one firm were to have marginal cost savings greater than its CMCR as a result of the transaction. See Joint
Opposition of AT&T Inc. and T-Mobile USA Inc. to Petitions to Deny and Reply to Comments ("Joint Opposition"
at 91 84.
8 See Gregory Werden, A Robust Test for Consumer Welfare Enhancing Mergers Among Sellers of Dlfferentiated
Products, 44 Journal of Industrial Economics 409 (1996), EquationS.
See DOJ/FTC Horizontal Merger Guidelines at §6.1. "Unilateral price effects are greater, the more the buyers of
products sold by one merging firm consider products sold by the other merging firm to be their next choice.", at 20.
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two firms is the cross-price elasticity of demand, defined as the percentage change in the quantity
demanded of a product divided by the percentage change in the price of a product at a competing firm.'°
In other words, it measures the degree to which buyers would substitute to the other firm's products in
response to a price increase.
9.
The diversion ratio used in the GUPPI calculations is a measure of buyer substitution
closely related to the cross-price elasticity." In the mobile wireless market, the Local Number Portability
("LNP") data is one source for estimating this measure of buyer substitution. The LNP data track the
number of customers who port their mobile wireless telephone number from one provider to another in
each month by rate center. From these data, we calculate an estimator for D21 (the diversion ratio) as the
percentage of customers for each firm that ported their number to each competing provider in the fourth
quarter of 2010. Table 1 shows that [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential
Information] percent of customers that ported their number from T-Mobile chose AT&T as their new
provider, while [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent of
subscribers that left AT&T chose T-Mobile. The data indicate that T-Mobile is the [Begin Confidential
Information]
[End Confidential Information] largest destination for customers leaving AT&T
and its share of porting customers is [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]
Table 1. National Diversion Rate Calculations from Local Number Portability Data
Confidential Intormation

[End Confidential Information]
10.
The porting data have some potential shortcomings for measuring diversion ratios. Since
customers who port their numbers are not necessarily responding to a price or quality change, diversion
ratio calculations from porting data implicitly assume that customers would switch providers in response
to a price or quality change with the same substitution patterns as have been observed for all customers
who port for any reason. An additional potential problem with the porting data is that they do not contain
101n differential calculus notation, the cross-price elasticity of firm i with respect to a price change of firmj is given
by c = (aX/aP) *(p/x). See Dennis Carlton and Jeffrey Perloff, Modern Industrial Organization, 647-648,
Pearson Addison Wesley, Fourth Edition, 2005.
The diversion ratio of customers leaving firm i due to a price increase that choose firmj is given by
= (ôXIöP1)
I (aX1/P,). The diversion ratio and cross-price elasticity can be shown to be related by multiplying and dividing the
formula for the cross-price elasticity by the term (aXI5P)* X and simplifying, which yields c= D,j*XIX1* .
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the full universe of subscribers that switch providers in a given month, but rather only switchers who
choose to keep their mobile wireless telephone numbers. This gives rise to potential sample selection
bias, as those that port their mobile wireless telephone number may be a non-random sample of
subscribers. However, we have no evidence that those who port their numbers are systematically
different from those who do not, and no evidence that those who port would react differently to a price
increase than those who do not.
11.
Porting data is not the only source for estimating what the expected diversion ratios
would be in response to a price increase. In their Economic Model, the Applicants calculate diversion
ratios from market shares and shares of gross subscriber additions.12 Following a price increase, they
assume customers that switch providers would choose alternative mobile wireless providers in proportion
to the market shares or shares of gross additions of the remaining firms. In this case, the diversion ratio is
given by:
D21 =S2/(1 -S,)
where S, is the share of subscribers or gross additions of the firm that raises price and S2 is the share or
gross additions of the firm the customers would switch to. The assumption that diversion is proportional
to subscriber market shares is frequently employed in calculating diversion ratios for antitrust analysis
when better data is unavailable.'3
12.
In this case, we conclude that the porting data is a better source than subscriber shares for
measuring diversion ratios because diversion ratios based on market shares only track true diversion ratios
to the extent that the second choices of customers are proportional to first choices.'4 This assumption
about the substitution patterns is inflexible and does not allow for the possibility that a firm with a
substantially smaller market share may be a close substitute for a much larger firm.'5 In addition, the data
on gross additions used by AT&T may be unreliable. AT&T documents show that [Begin Confidential
Information]
[End Confidential Information].'6 In addition, we note that T-Mobile
documents and data confirm that of those customers who leave T-Mobile, substantial numbers choose

12

See Letter from Richard L. Rosen, Counsel, AT&T, Inc., and Nancy J. Victory, Counsel for Deutsche Telekom
AG, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (Aug. 23, 2011) ("Applicants' Economic Model Ex Parte (Aug. 23,
2011)"), attaching Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model, Dennis W. Carlton and Mark A.
Israel (Aug. 23, 2011) ("Explanation of Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model (Aug. 23, 2011)") at 3, n. 8.
'
See Carl Shapiro, Mergers with Differentiated Products, Antitrust, Spring 1996, available at
http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/shapiro/diversion.pdf (last visited Nov. 27, 2011) at 25-26.
If proportional diversion holds, then consumer preferences are said to satisfy the Independence of Irrelevant
Alternatives (IIA) assumption. The hA assumption which essentially implies that "if a single good is eliminated
from the choice set, consumers who were choosing the eliminated good will distribute themselves among the
remaining goods according to the overall market shares of those goods." has been shown not to hold in many
demand studies, see e.g. Hausman, Leonard and Zona, Competitive Analysis with Differentiated Products, Annales
d'Economies et de Statistique, 1994, 34, 159-180, at 160.
'
Moreover, as with diversion ratios based on porting, diversion ratios based on shares do not necessarily
correspond to the substitution patterns that would arise in response to changes in price.
16
ATTF-TMO-00831013, SMART Flow Share Accurately Reports Verizon Wireless Net Adds for the Second Half
of 2008; ATTF-TMO-00838 106, Email from Jeffrey Ezell to David Christopher and Andrew Wilson, Feb. 14, 2011.
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AT&T.'7
13.
The difference between the two diversion ratio methodologies is highlighted in Table 2,
which compares the diversion ratios calculated from the porting data to those that would result from
assuming that diversion is proportional to market shares. The comparison shows that AT&T and T Mobile are closer substitutes when èalculating diversion ratios utilizing porting data than would be
expected from their respective market shares. This may be due to the two firms using compatible Global
System for Mobile Communications ("GSM") technologies that may be appealing to similar customers.
The porting data show that AT&T customers move to T-Mobile [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] percentage points more than predicted by their market shares, while
AT&T subscribers tend to migrate substantially less than market shares predict to many of the regional
providers.'8 Likewise, T-Mobile customers move to AT&T [Begin Confidential Information]
[End
Confidential Information] percentage points more than predicted by diversion proportional to market
shares. In contrast, T-Mobile customers switch at rates well below those predicted by market shares to
[Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] Unlike AT&T
customers, T-Mobile customers switch more than predicted by their market shares to smaller low-cost
providers, which may reflect the greater price sensitivity of many T-Mobile customers relative to current
AT&T customers.'9
Table 2. Difference between Diversion Rates Based on Porting and Market Shares
connaentiai

[End Confidential Information]
14.
Since customers must keep their telephone number in order to be in the sample, the
porting data do not track customers that may choose to no longer have a mobile wireless device and exit
the market. As a result, the diversion ratios reported above in effect assume that all customers that would
leave a firm after a price increase would switch to a competing firm. However, in response to a price
' See, e.g., DTTM-FCC 00071155, Churn Reduction Discussion Appendix June 29 2010 at 8 (showing [Begin
Highly Confidential]
[End Highly Confidential]
' [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]
' T-Mobile customers also switch disproportionately to Sprint, which may be due to both the lower plan price
offerings of Sprint, and T-Mobile's prepaid customers switching to Sprint's low-cost pre-paid brands (e.g., Boost
Mobile and Virgin Mobile).
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increase at one firm, it is likely that some fraction of that firm's customers would choose to discontinue
service instead of establishing service at a new firm. To correct the diversion ratios for market exit, we
multiply the diversion ratios reported above by the 'recapture rate, defined as the fraction of customers
that leave a firm due to a price increase that do not exit the mobile wireless market.2° These adjusted
diversion ratios are used in all of our analyses below.
15.
The Applicants implicitly assume a recapture rate of only 60 percent in their Economic
Model. They assume that following a one percent price increase, [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent of customers would switch to a competing firm and [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent would exit the market.2' This
assumption implies that only 60 percent of subscribers that leave due to price increase by one firm would
choose to continue mobile wireless service at another firm and 40 percent of customers would discontinue
wireless service rather than switching to another provider.22 Based on our review of AT&T and T-Mobile
internal churn studies, we conclude that the Applicants' recapture rate assumption is not supported by the
evidence.23 These internal churn studies find that less than [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] of customers that switch from AT&T and T-Mobile do not re-establish
service with another provider. Based on this evidence, we assume a recapture rate of [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent in our analyses and report
results based on this assumption.24 Since many of the reasons why customers did not switch to a
competing firm in the surveys would not apply in the case of a post-transaction price increase (e.g. death,
employer provided phone etc.), our assumption is likely too low, and therefore likely to lead us to
understate the potential for harm from the transaction. We also calculate results assuming full recapture
as a reference point for the GUPPIs and CMCRs.

2.

Profit Margins and Prices

16.
Based on internal documents, the Applicants estimated that T-Mobile's profit margin is
between [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent.25
20 For more on recapture rates, see Farrell, Joseph and Carl Shapiro, Recapture, Pass-Through and Market
Definition, Antitrust Law Journal, Vol. 76, No. 3, pp 585-604, 2010. Also, Farrell and Shapiro, Improving Critical
Loss Analysis, Antitrust Source, pp 1- 17, Feb. 2008.
21
See Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model, (Aug. 23, 2011) at 4. The Applicants
assume that the industry elasticity, defined as the percent of customers that are lost to the industry given a 1% price
change of a good, is [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information].
22 This is calculated as:.0l5/(.01+.015) = 60%.
23
Based on data from ATTF-TMO-00472641, AT&T Churn Tracking / Customer Retention Study, Nov. 2010, at
66, we calculate that [Begin Confidential Information]

[End Confidential Information]
24 Based on the Applicants' assumed own-price elasticity, our recapture rate would imply an industry elasticity of
[Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information]. This is
similar to values estimated in the economic literature which find wireless industry elasticities between -.36 and -.5 1.
See, Mark J. Rodini, Glenn A. Woroch, and Michael R. Ward, Going Mobile: Substitutability Between Fixed and
Mobile Access, Telecommunications Policy 27 (2003) 457-476. As a robustness check, we also run the Economic
Model assuming an industry elasticity at the top of this estimated range.
25
See Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model at 3, n.7.. The higher profit margin is the
result of setting marginal capital expenditures at zero today, as they assumed in their Economic Model.
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The Applicants were unable to calculate a similar measure for AT&T or other mobile wireless providers
and consequently applied the T-Mobile estimate to all other firms.
17. From our review of the evidence, we find that the Applicants' calculation for T-Mobile' s
economic profit margin is likely too low and, consistent with reported financial margins, that AT&T's
profit margin is also considerably higher than Applicants assumed.26 Assuming lower profit margins for
AT&T and T-Mobile lowers the value of diverted sales in the GUPPI calculation, and therefore
understates harms.27 The Applicants profit margin calculation for T-Mobile is likely too low because it
only calculates the margin over a maximum customer lifetime of 24 months.28 The average T-Mobile
(and AT&T) customer lifetime is considerably longer than 24 months, so if customer renewal costs are
lower than initial customer acquisition costs, then the profit margin estimated by the Applicants would be
lower than the true profit margin.
18. Internal AT&T documents show that their recurring monthly profit margin excluding fixed
costs is [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent for each AT&T
subscriber.29 However, this figure does not account for one-time subscriber acquisition and upgrade costs
over the customer lifetime. Because the AT&T documents also provide estimates of the fraction of the
total cost of providing mobile wireless service that is variable versus fixed, we can adjust the profit
margin appropriately. AT&T estimates the fraction of sales, marketing, network system, customer
service, billing and bad debt, IT and commissions that are variable costs. Using these estimates and the
amount spent in each category from the same document, we calculate that [Begin Confidential
Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent of recurring expenses are variable costs.3°
We assume that 100 percent of equipment costs are variable. From this information, we calculate the
profit margins for each firm shown in Table 3 based on reported financial data for the third quarter of
2010 as follows.3' First, we take the total cost of service as reported by each firm excluding equipment
26

See John C. Hodulik, Batya Levi, US Wireless 411, UBS Investment Research, (Aug. 17, 2011).

27 In the Economic Model, a reduction in margins also reduces potential harms. That is, assuming a lower profit
margin for AT&T makes their demand become more elastic, which reduces their incentive to raise price after the
transaction.
28
See Letter from Phillip W. Horton, Counsel for AT&T Inc. to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (Aug. 24, 2011)
submitting confidential documents reference in White Paper of Prof. Dennis W. Canton and Dr. Mark A. Israel
("Applicants' Confidential Documents to Economic Model Ex Parte (Aug. 24, 2011)") at Attachment 2, HC.XLSX.
29
See ATTF-TMO-00546820, AT&T LTV Deep Dive Discussion Document, May 9, 2011; ATTF-TMO-00741790,
AT&T Aligning on Common LTVs, Workshop Document, May 28, 2011.
30 See
ATTF-TMO-00741790, AT&T Aligning on Common LTVs, Workshop Document, May 28, 2011, at 18;
ATTF-TMO-00546820, AT&T LTV Deep Dive Discussion Document, May 9, 2011, at 15. We also note that our
assumption is conservative based on additional evidence in these documents. AT&T estimates that only [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] in monthly recurring subscriber expenses
are variable costs, or [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information], which is lower
than we assumed. Using this lower percentage of costs that are variable would produce higher profit margins and
greater competitive harms.
'
We estimate these in the third quarter of 2010 due to data availability issues for later quarters. AT&T data see
http://phx.corporate-ir.neilphoenix.zhtml?c= 11 3088&p=irolSECText&TEXT=aHROcD0vL21yLmIudC53ZXNObGF3YnVzaW51c3MuY29tL2RvY3VtZW5OL3YxLzAwMDA3
MzI3MTctMTAtMDAwMDkxL3htbA%3d%3d at 23' for T-Mobile see http://www.tmobile.comlCms/Files/Published/0000BDF200 I 6F5DDO1 031 2E2BDE4AE9B/5657 I 14502E70FF30 1 2B59F6EC3E
60E2/fi1eITMUSQ32O 1 OPressReleaseFinal[ 1] .pdf at 12; for Sprint see
http://investors.sprint.com/docs.aspx?iid=40572l9 at 26; for Verizon Wireless see
http://news.verizonwireless.comlinvestor/pdf/CELLCO_PARTNERSHIPJ OQ_201 0_3Q%2oFinal.pdf at 17-18; for
(continued....)
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costs and then multiply this by [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential
Information] to obtain an estimate of variable costs excluding equipment costs. Then we add all
equipment costs to arrive at total variable costs. From this value and the total revenues reported by each
firm, we calculate the profit margins shown in the last row of the table.

Table 3. Profit Margin Calculation for all Firms
Contulential

[End Confidential Information]
19.
Our GUPPI and CMCR calculations employ the Average Revenue Per User ("ARPU")
reported for each firm as the measure of price.32 In the fourth quarter of 2010, we calculate from data
submitted by the Applicants that AT&T's ARPU for prepaid and postpaid subscribers was [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] while T-Mobile' s was [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information].

3.

Results

20.
Adverse unilateral effects are sometimes considered unlikely if the GUPPI is less than 5
percent.33 Table 4 shows that the GUPPI values for this transaction exceed that threshold for AT&T, and
are well above it for T-Mobile. The magnitude of the T-Mobile GUPPIs range from [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent, suggesting that T-Mobile
is a significant rival for AT&T. The pricing pressure index for AT&T branded products is lower than T Mobile's pricing pressure index but it is still substantial and ranges from [Begin Confidential
Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent. These data suggest that the transaction
would make AT&T's post-transaction demand less elastic, conferring on the combined firm a unilateral

(Continued from previous page)
Leap see http://investor.Ieapwireless.comlphoenix.zhtml?c=95536&p=irol-sec at 2; or MetroPCS see
http://investor.metropcs.com./phoenix.zhtml?c=177745&p=irol-sec&seccatOl .3_rs=3 1 &seccatOl .3_rc=lO at 2.
32

.

See Information Request at Attachment B. These are calculated from the data as the total subscriber weighted
average of prepaid and postpaid ARPU across all Cellular Market Areas ("CMAs"). The ARPU values for the
Economic Model are calculated in the same manner.
See Carl Shapiro remarks as prepared for the American Bar Association Section of Antitrust Law Fall Forum,
(Nov. 18, 2010), available at http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/speeches/264295.pdf (last visited Nov. 27, 2011) at
24.
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incentive to raise price.34
21.
The CMCR calculations for each firm are also shown in Table 4. To offset the upward
pricing pressure that would result from the transaction, we estimate that AT&T's marginal costs would
have to fall by 25 percent and T-Mobile's by 57 percent. If projected marginal cost savings at each firm
are lower than these values, the transaction would likely result in higher consumer prices for mobile
wireless services.

Table 4. GUPPI and CMCR Calculations
[Begin Con Udential Intormation

[End Confidential Information]
B.
Porting Data Analysis
22.
In the previous section, we used diversion rates generated by ports between providers and
the Applicants used general market share and share of gross adds to generate their diversion ratios. To
understand the potential impact of the transaction on prices, it would be useful to see if consumers'
responses to pricing changes are consistent with the conclusion that AT&T and T-Mobile are substitutes
for consumers.35 We obtained porting data from wireless providers that show the monthly porting activity
(number of people who enter or leave a provider's specific pricing plan from other providers while
preserving their telephone numbers) for each plan.36 These porting data are a subset of all customers who

Under an assumption of linear demand, Bertrand-Nash conduct, constant marginal cost, no merger efficiencies,
and no change in the prices of other firms (including the merging partner), prices would be expected to rise by half
of the GUPPI. See Carl Shapiro, Unilateral Effects Calculations, October 2010, available at
http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/shapiro/unilateral.pdf (last visited Nov. 27, 2011) ("Unilateral Effects Calculation"),
Shapiro also shows that half the GUPPI will substantially understate expected price increases after accounting for
pricing feedback. See Unilateral Effects Calculation at 6. For a more general derivation under asymmetric linear
demand, see Hausman, Moresi and Rainey, Unilateral Effects of Mergers with General Linear Demand (Sep. 2010)
available at http://www.crai.comluploadedFileslPublications/Unilateral%2OEffects-of-Mergers-with-GeneralLinear-Demand-Hausman-Moresi-Rainey.pdf (last visited November 28, 2011).
This dataset comprises porting activity of all plans that had subscribers in any given month and year. It may have
some plans that are closed to new subscribers, but with legacy subscribers who port from the plan. In the figures
below we use the in-ports data that show the number of subscribers who are porting to a particular plan from other
providers. For example, we know the number of subscribers who enter a particular T-Mobile plan, and whether they
originated from AT&T, Verizon Wireless, Sprint, MetroPCS, U.S. Cellular, Leap or elsewhere.
36
See Response of AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, Sprint, Metro PCS to Commission Information Requests at
Attachments A and B.
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actually enter or leave a specific plan, but it allows one to observe the substitution pattern, and hence the
diversion rate between providers, when there is a price change.
23.
In the period under consideration (January 2008 - March 2011), there were several price
changes as shown in Table 3'7 The first major price change was instituted by T-Mobile when it dropped
the price on its Unlimited Family Talk Plan from $199.99 to $149.99, in May 2008 - long before any
other major provider reduced the price of their unlimited plans.

Aug. 2009

Leap

Price drop from $45 to $40 on their Unlimited talk/text/data plan

Sep. 2009

Sprint

Unlimited talk plan offered at $69.99

Jan. 2010

MetroPCS

Made the $40 price of their Unlimited talk/text/data plan inclusive of taxes and fees

Jan. 2010

AT&T
Verizon
Wireless

Dropped all unlimited plan price by $30

Jan. 2010

Dropped all unlimited plan pnce by $30

Source: Response of AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, Sprint, MetroPCS and Leap to Information
Requests to Applicants and Third Parties at Attachments A and B and industry news reports
24.
To compare how close substitutes T-Mobile and MetroPCS are for AT&T customers, we
focus on the 2009 price changes by T-Mobile and MetroPCS. As seen from Table 5, on July 30, 2009,
MetroPCS (followed shortly by Leap) dropped the price on its "Unlimited Talk, Text and Data" plan from
$45 to $40. In October 2009, T-Mobile instituted a broad range of price decreases. The "Unlimited
Family Talk" plan price was reduced to $79.99, while the individual "Unlimited Talk" plan price was
reduced from $99.99 to $49.99. At the same time T-Mobile also introduced a whole array of new lowpriced individual plans such as the "Even More Plus Unlimited Talk and Text" ($59.99) and the "Even
More Plus Unlimited Talk Text Web" ($79.99), and family plans such as the "FT Even More Plus
Unlimited Family Talk and Text" ($99.99) and the "FT Even More Plus Unlimited Talk Text Web"
($139.99).
25.
Not surprisingly, these relatively large price drops and introductions of new low-price
plans attracted subscribers from other providers. We can use the porting data in conjunction with the
price changes, to examine how AT&T subscribers reacted to the T-Mobile and MetroPCS price changes.

Response of AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, Sprint, MetroPCS, and Leap to Information Requests to
Applicants and Third Parties at Attachments A and B.
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Figure 1
[Begin Confidential Information]

[End Confidential Information]
26.
Figure 1 above shows the number of subscribers who port in to T-Mobile and MetroPCS
from AT&T for all plans before and after the price changes. AT&T subscribers reacted to changes in T Mobile's pricing structure, while remaining relatively unresponsive to MetroPCS price reductions. Total
ports to T-Mobile from AT&T (top line on the graph) increased significantly after the price change.
Thus, it appears that AT&T subscribers view T-Mobile as a substitute from their reaction to T-Mobile
plan price changes. Total ports to MetroPCS from AT&T (bottom line on the graph), however, do not
sharply increase after MetroPCS dropped the price on its unlimited plans, and are substantially lower than
ports to T-Mobile. Thus, it appears that AT&T subscribers view T-Mobile to be a closer substitute than
MetroPCS.
27.
It is also useful to consider how subscribers from other providers react to new device
introductions by AT&T. Figure 2 below shows the number of subscribers who port from T-Mobile,
[Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] to AT&T, for
all AT&T plans when AT&T introduced its new iPhone models.
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Figure 2
[Begin Confidential Information]

[End Confidential Information]
28.
Porting from T-Mobile to AT&T increases significantly after every iPhone model
introduction, an effective increase in the relative quality of AT&T service. In contrast, [Begin
Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] to
AT&T is less responsive to AT&T's product introductions and is much smaller. The relatively high
substitutability between AT&T and T-Mobile in response to price and quality changes provide support for
our conclusion based on overall porting data that AT&T and T-Mobile are relatively close substitutes that
compete vigorously with each other for subscribers.
C.

Merger Simulation Model

29.
The potential for unilateral pricing effects from a merger can be thought of as arising
from the resolution of conflicting forces: the upward pricing pressure due to the loss of a competitor and
possible downward pricing pressure resulting from efficiencies that reduce the marginal costs of
production. The Applicants submitted a Merger Simulation Model ("Economic Model"), which, together
with their theoretical Network Engineering Cost Model ("Engineering Model"), provides the basis for
their argument that efficiencies resulting from the transaction would be sufficient to overcome any
increased incentive to raise prices.38 The Applicants' Engineering Model, discussed in Appendix D,
38 See

Letter from Richard L. Rosen, Counsel, AT&T, Inc., and Nancy J. Victory, Counsel for Deutsche Telekom
AG, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (Aug. 19, 2011) attaching Economic Analysis ("Applicants' Economic
Model (Aug. 19, 2011)"); Letter from Richard L. Rosen, Counsel, AT&T, Inc., and Nancy J. Victory, Counsel for
(continued....)
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claims that the combined firm would have significantly lower marginal costs than either AT&T or T Mobile would as standalone firms.39 The Applicants' Economic Model uses the Engineering Model's
marginal cost estimates and estimates of cross-price elasticities derived from shares of gross subscriber
additions to predict how prices would likely change as a result of the transaction.40
30.
The Applicants claim their Economic Model demonstrates that the transaction-specific
cost efficiencies and quality benefits outweigh any potential anticompetitive harm.4' On the basis of their
Models, they argue that the transaction is pro-competitive because mobile wireless industry prices would
fall and output would rise in comparison to the wireless industry without the transaction.42 They find that
in 2015, quality-adjusted prices would fall between 3.8 and 9.4 percent in the 15 markets studied.43 They
also find that due to these price reductions, the transaction would also raise wireless industry output in
2015 by 9.0 to 22.4 percent depending on the market studied. We find that the Applicants' Economic
Model is deficient in a number of ways and does not support their conclusion that the transaction would
result in lower prices. As a preliminary matter, we note that the Applicants' estimates of lower prices are
only for 2014 and 2015, after claimed network efficiencies have been achieved. However, even without
changing the Applicants' assumptions or methodology, their Economic Model predicts unilateral effects
alone would cause prices to rise in 2012 in nearly every CMA.
31.
In addition, the critical input to the Applicants' Economic Model, the marginal cost
estimate derived from the Engineering Model, is flawed.45 AT&T made many assumptions in developing
its Engineering Model that overstated the benefits of the transaction relative to the non-transaction state of
the world. One notable example is that the Engineering Model's cell-splitting algorithm contains an error
that effectively builds cell sites uniformly across a CMA instead of targeting congested sites. As a result,
after cell splits are implemented in their Engineering Model, nearly all of the congested sites remain
overloaded. The Engineering Model then resolves these congestion issues by building more expensive
Outdoor Distributed Antenna Systems ("oDas") and Indoor Distributed Antenna Systems ("iDas"). The
result of this error is that marginal cost estimates are overstated for two reasons: (1) cell site splits raise
costs without relieving congestion and; (2) expensive oDas and iDas systems are required to relieve
traffic congestion that should have been relieved by cell splits. As shown in Appendix D, both of these
factors disproportionately affected the standalone firms due to their smaller spectrum holdings and led the

(Continued from previous page)
Deutsche Telekom AG, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (Aug. 11, 2011) attaching Engineering Analysis
("Applicants' Engineering Model (Aug. 11, 2011)").
See Engineering Analysis, Appendix D.
40

,

The Applicants Economic Model assumes Bertrand differentiated products competition where each firm sells a
single product and faces a linear demand curve. For a description of the model, see Explanation of the Compass
Lexecon Merger Simulation Model (Aug. 23, 2011).
See Letter from Richard L. Rosen, Counsel, AT&T, Inc., and Nancy J. Victory, Counsel for Deutsche Telekom
AG, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, FCC (Aug. 23, 2011), attaching Presentation On Competitive Effects of the
AT&T-T-Mobile Transaction (August 23, 2011) ("Competitive Effects of AT&T-T-Mobile Transaction") at 3.
42 See Competitive Effects of AT&T-T-Mobile Transaction (Aug. 23, 2011) at 3.
See Competitive Effects of AT&T-T-Mobile Transaction (Aug. 23, 2011) at 6.
See Competitive Effects of AT&T-T-Mobile Transaction (Aug. 23, 2011) at 5.
A detailed analysis of the Engineering Model's marginal cost calculation and other associated problems can be
found in the Engineering Analysis, Appendix D.
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Applicants to dramatically overstate the estimated cost savings of the transaction.46
32. Like the Engineering Model, the Economic Model contains a serious flaw in its
implementation that renders its predictions of little value. The Economic Model assumes that marginal
network costs are zero in 2011 for both AT&T and T-Mobile at current output levels.47 The Economic
Model then predicts future output levels for each firm, where an increase in output is understood by the
Applicants to mean "an increase in the number of subscribers, an increase in usage by the same number of
subscribers, or a blend of the two."48 In their Economic Model, the Applicants normalize total industry
output to be 100 in 2011, but this changes in subsequent years as costs and prices change.49 Importantly,
Table 6 below, which shows output shares as a fraction of total 2011 industry output, demonstrates that
the Applicants predict that the normalized output for standalone AT&T in 2014 and 2015 would be lower
than their 2011 output in every market. T-Mobile's output is predicted to be lower in nine of the 15
CMAs in 2015, and only slightly above its 2011 output in the other CMAs. However, if this were the
case, the marginal network costs would be zero for AT&T and T-Mobile since their output is predicted to
be below 2011 levels. Rather than being on a steeply increasing portion of the marginal cost curve as the
Applicants claim, their Economic Model predicts that they would have marginal costs of zero.
Table 6. Normalized Output Predicted by Applicant's Model (Absent Merger)
Conlidential Inlormation

46 As discussed in Appendix D, there are other flaws in the Engineering Model that also lead it to overstate the
marginal cost more for the standalone firms than for the combined firm so that even fixing this major error would
not make the Engineering Model reliable. See Engineering Analysis, Appendix D.
See Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model (Aug. 23, 2011) at n.13.
48 See Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model (Aug. 23, 2011) at 6.
See Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model (Aug. 23, 2011) at n.6.
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[End Confidential Informationi
33. This critical flaw results from a lack of feedback between the two Models. The Engineering
Model estimates the annual incremental costs of building enough capacity to meet demand on the basis of
exogenous network demand assumptions.5° The Economic Model then predicts what network demand
would be on the basis of these costs and predicts the far lower demand shown in Table 6. If these
estimates were then fed back into the Engineering Model, a much lower network demand assumption
would result in far lower marginal cost predictions. As implemented by the Applicants, their Engineering
Model predicts that marginal network costs would be very high in 2014 and 2015 without the transaction
and the Economic Model predicts they would be zero. This discrepancy makes the benefits of the
transaction indeterminate since the latter case would imply that the public interest benefits due to network
cost savings would be zero.
34.
The Economic Model also only accounts for unilateral pricing effects in retail wireless
markets and ignores the potential for coordinated effects in those markets, harms in the enterprise and
government services market, or the harms involving roaming, wholesale services, backhaul, and handsets
we considered.5 In addition, the Applicants chose input parameters that generally lead to understated
potential harms in their implementation of the Economic Model.
35.
Even without accounting for all of these deficiencies in the Economic Model, we show
that by only using a more reasonable marginal cost input from the Engineering Model (but not correcting
that input for every problem we have identified) and AT&T' s Long Term Evolution ("LTE") percentage,
the Applicants' Economic Model predicts higher industry prices and lower output for every year after the
transaction in nearly all CMAs and a weighted average price increase across the CMAs of one percent in
2014 and 0.7 percent in 2015.52 This implies that even after accounting for the Applicants' projected
network efficiencies, mobile wireless prices would still be higher with the transaction than without.
Given the Engineering Model marginal cost issue along with all of the other problems highlighted above,
we find that the Applicants' Economic Model is insufficient to support their claims because it is
materially unreliable for predicting the outcome of this transaction. In the following sections, we present
the predictions of a modified version of the Economic Model only to show that the evidence the
Applicants submitted does not affirmatively show the transaction is in the public interest, and actually
supports a conclusion that the transaction would likely result in competitive harms.
a.

Model Derivation

36.
Below, we explain mathematically the structure of the Applicants' Economic Model that
assumes Bertrand differentiated products competition where each of the five firms is assumed to produce
a single good in each period at constant marginal cost.53 Demand is assumed to be linear so that the
quantity sold, X, for firm i is given by:
X1

=

a1

+

Jjb0 *Pj

° See Applicants' Economic Model (Aug. 19, 2011)") at 110811 MultiYearModelv3 0.xlsx at cells I-M 13:19.
See Staff Analysis.
52 Specifically, we implement the correction to the cell-splitting algorithm described in Appendix D and set the
AT&T LTE penetration rate in the Engineering Model to [Begin Confidential Information]
[End
Confidential Information] but conservatively leave the T-Mobile LTE assumption unchanged. See Engineering
Analysis, Appendix D. If we only correct for the cell-splitting error and do not adjust the LTE penetration, the
weighted average price increase is still positive in both 2014 and 2015.
The five firms in the Economic Model are AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, Sprint and a firm composed of all
other firms and denoted as Other". Our derivation of the Economic Model closely follows that of the Applicants.
See Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model (Aug. 23, 2011).
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where a1 is the intercept, b is the slope parameter on the price of good j in the demand equation of firm i,
and P1 is the price of goodj.
Firm i's profit function can be written as:

1-J

[P C] *X1

=

-

where C, is the marginal cost of producing the product of firm i. To solve for the optimal price for firm i
we substitute the equation for X, into the profit function and differentiate with respect to P to obtain the
following first order condition of profit maximization:

O=X+b1*[P1C1]
which can be rewritten as:
M1

=

-1 /e

where M1 is the margin for firm i and i is the own-price elasticity of the product sold by firm i.54 From
the above equation, we can solve for the own-price elasticities from the assumed profit margins for each
firm.
The firm specific demand parameters can be solved from the cross-price elasticities (Eu) using the
following relationship:
öX/

=

JJ *

P/X,

=b*P/Xj
solving for b we have:
b

Eu*X/Pj

To obtain estimates of bq we need estimates of the cross-price elasticities, which can be obtained from
observed diversion ratios. By definition, the diversion ratio from product i toj is given by:

5X/öP1 / ax1i0P1
= Eji *X. / E1*X

=

Solving for e1 we have the following expression for the cross-price elasticities:
Ejj = D11*X/1* E

or equivalently:
EU =

Du*X/Xj*

However, we do not observe diversion out of the market from price changes. Therefore, we assume a
recapture rate of [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] and
adjust the diversion ratios calculated from the porting data accordingly. Finally, we can solve for the a
parameters from the equation below:
a1
37.

=

X,

-

*

p.

Post-transaction, the combined firm would choose prices for AT&T and T-Mobile to

The own-price elasticity is defined as: 8X/ P1 * P/X1, or the derivative of own quantity with respect to own-price
multiplied by the ratio of own-price to own-quantity. In other words, the percent change in own-quantity divided by
the percent change in own-price.
See supra ¶ 15.
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maximize the total profits of both firms. If AT&T is firmj and T-Mobile is firm k, the new first order
condition for the optimal AT&T price is now:
O=X+b..*rD.CJI+bJk*[pkCk]
i'j
ii

since AT&T now takes into account the effect an AT&T price change has on the quantity demand ofTMobile.56 The new first order condition for T-Mobile is analogous.
b.

Quality Module

38.
The Applicants argue that the transaction would not only lower the marginal cost of
adding a subscriber but would also improve the signal strength quality of the network due to a denser
cellular network.57 This section describes how the Applicants incorporate the claimed quality
improvement into their simulation.58 The quality-adjusted price is defined as follows:
p*
=

p+

where P is the previously defined nominal price and Ap is the equivalent price change for the network
quality improvement. Quality improvements are estimated from a network integration model of the
impact that combining the two networks would have on signal strength and in reducing 3G device
roaming on the 2G network.59 These quality improvements are then translated into percentage reductions
in churn that result from the improvements.60 The equivalent price change, AP, is then formed by
estimating the equivalent price change that would be required to obtain the same reduction in churn that
would result from the estimated quality improvements.6' This quality-adjusted price change is
incorporated into the relative demand for AT&T and T-Mobile by defining a new intercept:
a

=

a + b (APp)

which results in the following demand equation for T-Mobile and AT&T after the transaction:
X

a,

+

*

We do not credit the Applicants' estimates of quality-adjusted prices because there remain a number of
material questions of fact that cannot be substantiated based on the information submitted into the record.
First, the Applicants did not provide the backup materials necessary to verify the engineering analysis of
signal quality and 3G roaming improvements they claim would result from integrating the networks.
Since, we cannot determine if there are substantial flaws in the assumptions of the network integration
model, similar to our findings for the engineering cost model, we are unable to credit the quality
improvement estimates.
39.
Second, the network integration analysis is only performed for four major metropolitan
areas and the results for all other markets are extrapolated on the basis of these areas.62 We conclude that
56 As previously mentioned, the Applicants' Economic Model adopts the Applicants' assumption that T-Mobile
products would continue to be offered by the combined firm. See supra at ¶ 3.
Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model, (Aug. 23, 2011) at 8.
58 See also, Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model, (Aug. 23, 2011).
Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model, (Aug. 23, 2011) at 8-9.
60 Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model, (Aug. 23, 2011) at 9.
61 Explanation of the Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model, (Aug. 23, 2011) at 9-10.
62

The four markets are New York City, New York; Los Angeles, California; San Francisco, California; and
Washington, District of Columbia. Applicants' Economic Model (Aug. 19, 2011) at Tables.xlsx.
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it is unlikely that these four markets are representative of the quality improvements and churn reduction
that would result from network integration in all other markets due to the substantial differences in quality
improvement requirements between dense urban, suburban, and rural markets. For example, signal
quality gains inside of buildings may reduce churn for urban and some suburban subscribers, but may not
provide the same churn reduction in rural markets.
40.
Third, the elasticity the Applicants used to convert the quality improvements into price
equivalents is only for T-Mobile and is also not supported by any churn data analysis. Rather it is an
unsupported assertion based on an assumption used without justification or other indicia of credibility in a
single internal marketing report.
41.
Fourth, the Applicants make a simple mathematical error in calculating the reduction in
churn from their assumed increase in signal strength. Instead of dividing by X0, Applicants used X as
their denominator.63 To correctly assess a percentage change requires using the original number as the
base. This simple error causes the Applicants' estimated quality effect on churn to be overstated by about
20 percent.
42.
Finally, in their Economic Model, the Applicants assumed that cell density would not
change for the standalone firms. However, the Engineering Model assumes that the standalone firms
would increase their cell sites. Comparing the network buildout of the combined firm with the 2012
networks of the standalone firms overstates the relative quality benefit for the merged firm. Table 7
below shows that the Applicants' Engineering Model predicts substantially larger decreases in distance
between cell sites for the standalone firms relative to the combined firm. In addition to overstating any
quality benefits, this lack of consistency between the two models casts additional doubt on their
reliability.
Table 7. Average Distance in Miles between Cell Site with and without the Transaction
Confidential Information

[End Confidential Information]
43.
For all of these reasons, we find no basis to adopt the Applicants' quality adjustments to
the prices in their Economic Model. The remainder of the Appendix proceeds on that basis.
63

Applicants use the formula, (X0 X)IX1 instead of (X0 X1)1X0. Applicants Economic Model (Aug. 19, 2011)
at Tables.xlsx, worksheets SS NY, SS LA, SS SF, SS DC.
-

-

-

-

-

-
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c.

Inputs

44.
Table 8 provides summary data of the key inputs we use in the simulation model for each
market. We use NRUF data to calculate the market shares for each firm shown below. Market share is
used as the output measure for each firm in the simulation model (i.e. X in the model derivation). We
include the four major national mobile wireless providers (AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, and
Sprint) and all other providers in each market combined in the "Other" category.64 ARPU data submitted
by each provider are used as our measure of prices.65 ARPU is calculated as the subscriber weighted
average of monthly ARPU in the fourth quarter of 2010. The "Other" category in ARPU includes only
data submitted by Leap and Metro PCS. Finally, each firm's margin is assumed not to vary by CMA and
to be the same as we found in Table 3. We then solve for the baseline marginal costs shown in Table 8
from the assumed margins and ARPUs.66
Table 8. Baseline Simulation Model Parameter Inputs
contuiential

[End Confidential Information]

64 MetroPCS and Leap never operate in the same market and both of them are absent in some markets. Verizon
Wireless does not provide facilities-based service in the Puerto Rico Territory.
65 See Response of AT&T, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, Sprint, Metro PCS to Commission Information Requests at
Attachments A and B.
66 Since M=(P-C)IP we can solve for the costs as C=(1M)*P.
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(i)

Marginal Costs

45.
The Applicants add a two-year forward moving average estimate of network marginal
costs for 2014 and 2015, derived from the Engineering Model, to AT&T's and T-Mobile's baseline
marginal costs under both a standalone and a consummated transaction scenario. This produces four sets
of marginal cost estimates for each year, one for each of the two firms under two scenarios - standalone
and a combined firm. The Economic Model is then used to estimate pricing effects for 2014 and 2015
under the two alternative scenarios in order to compare predicted prices for each scenario. The
Applicants assume that the marginal costs of the non-combining firms remain fixed at the 2011 baseline
levels in all years.67
46.
We follow the Applicants approach for incorporating the Engineering Model estimates
into the economic simulation model.68 We add the revised engineering network marginal cost estimate to
the baseline marginal cost estimates. We also use [Begin Confidential Information]
[End
Confidential Information] percent of revenues as the measure of other non-network synergies as
discussed in the Staff Analysis rather than the [Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential
Information] percent assumed by the Applicants. The resulting differences between the marginal costs
of the combined firm and AT&T and T-Mobile on a standalone basis are shown in Table 9 below.
Projected cost savings generally increase across the years as the networks become fully integrated and are
usually larger for AT&T. However, in contrast to the dramatic marginal cost savings projected by the
Applicants, we find that the revised model predicts only modest efficiency gains in most markets.
47.
The estimated GUPPIs and CMCRs for each market are also shown in Table 9, using
[Begin Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] as the recapture rate. As we
found in the previous estimates using national shares, the AT&T upward pricing pressure metrics exceed
five percent in most markets while the T-Mobile GUPPI's are again substantially higher.69 We also
calculate the CMCR estimates for each market and compare them to the estimated marginal cost
reductions. Even in the later years, when marginal cost savings from the transaction are projected to be
the greatest, the projected efficiencies for each firm are not large enough to offset the upward pricing
pressure that would result from the transaction. For example, in 2015 the simulation model reports a 10.8
percent reduction in T-Mobile's marginal cost and a 2.7 percent reduction in AT&T's marginal cost. In
contrast, the CMCRs are much higher at 77.6 percent and 39.9 percent respectively. This supports the
conclusion that the transaction would lead to higher consumer mobile wireless prices and may not be in
the public interest.

67 As a robustness check, we estimated the simulation model assuming that other firms' marginal costs increase by
the minimum of the amount AT&T and T-Mobile' marginal costs increased in the Economic Model with the
corrected cell-split algorithm and LTE penetration and found no substantial difference in the Economic Model
predictions.
68 We note there is a slight inconsistency with this method, but as Applicants note, it has a minimal impact on the
difference between the standalone and combined firm calculations. See Carlton and Israel, Explanation of the
Compass Lexecon Merger Simulation Model, (Aug. 23, 2011) at n. 13.
69 See Table 4 above for the national GUPPI estimates.
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Table 9. Percentage Difference in Marginal Costs between Merged and Standalone Firms,
2012-2015
[Begin Confidential Information]

[End Confidential Information]
(ii)

Diversion Ratios

48.
The final component needed to estimate the simulation model is the diversion ratios for
each market. We estimate these from the LNP data for the fourth quarter of 2010.
d.

Results

49.
The Applicants' Engineering Model shows that the claimed efficiency benefits would
appear gradually over the next several years. The Applicants only presented results from their Economic
Model for 2014 and 2015, but given that the Engineering Model also estimates marginal costs in 2012
and 2013, it is straightforward to use these cost inputs to predict the pricing effects of the transaction for
the intervening years. Table 10 calculates the expected change in nominal industry prices relative to no
transaction based on the revised Economic Model. The Applicants' Economic Model predicts that the
transaction is expected to raise mobile wireless industry prices in all 15 CMAs in every year. The price
effects are generally larger during the earlier years due to smaller predicted transaction related
efficiencies, but they remain positive even in the later years. Overall, the weighted average expected
price increase is at least six percent every year.
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Table 10. Percent Difference in Nominal Prices Relative to No Merger, 2012 -2015
2012

2013

2014

2015

New York
Los Angeles
S an F ranc i sco
Washington, DC
Mi am i
San Diego
B u ffa l o
Portland, OR
Ch ar l eston. SC
San Juan
Shreveport
Portland, ME
B o i se Ci ty
Gainesville
Waco

8.3%
7.3%
6 . 1%
5.9%
7 . 0%
6.5%
4 . 3%
7.3%
2 . 4%
6.9%
1 . 0%
3.1%
3 . 0%
2.8%
2.7%

8.2%
7.1%
5 . 9%
5.8%
7 . 0%
6.4%
4 . 2%
7.1%
2 . 3%
6.7%
0 . 8%
2.9%
2 . 9%
2.6%
2.4%

7.7%
6.9%
5 . 8%
5.3%
7 . 0%
6.5%
3 . 7%
6.5%
2 . 3%
6.5%
0 . 7%
3.4%
3 . 1%
2.4%
2.5%

6.8%
6.3%
5 . 9%
4.7%
6 . 5%
6.4%
3 . 1%
5.9%
2 . 5%
6.4%
1 . 0%
3.6%
3 . 0%
2.3%
2.7%

Wtd. Ave. (exci PR)

7.1%

6.9%

6.6%

6.0%

Market

Note: The price change estimate is the change of all firms' price changes in th
market, weighted by market share. Calculations based on Applicants
Economic Model using updated Inputs.
Similarly, the Applicants' Economic Model predicts that industry output would decline
50.
due to higher prices. Table 11 presents the percentage changes in overall mobile wireless industry output
for the standalone and combined firm scenarios. The patterns are qualitatively similar to those previously
observed for prices. With the transaction, industry output is predicted to decline in nearly every market
with larger reductions in output observed for the earlier years.
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Table 11. Percent Difference in Nominal Output Relative to No Merger, 2012-2015
Market

2012

2013

2014

2015

-1.5%
-1.3%

-12%

NewYork
LosAngeles
S an F ranc i sco
Washington, DC
Mi am i
San Diego
B u ffa l o
Portland, OR
Ch ar l eston, SC
SanJuan
Sh ievcport
Portland, ME
B oise C ity
Gainesville
Waco

-1.6%
1,3%
-1. 1%

-1.5%
-1,3%
- 1 . 1%

-1.1%
- 1 . 3%
-1.2%
- 0 . 8%
1.3%
- 0 , 4%
1.3%
02%
-0.6%
0 6%
0.5%
05)i

-1.1%
- 1 . 3%
-1.2%
-0 . 8%
-1.3%
- 0 . 4%
-12%
0 1%
-0.5%
0 5%
-0.5%
-04%

-11%
-1.0%
- 1 . 3%
-1.2%
- 0 . 7%
-1.2%
- 0 . 4%
-1.2%
0 1%
-0.6%
0 6%
-0.5%
05%

Wtd. Avg. (excl. PR)

-1.3%

-1.3%

-1.2%

-0.9%
-12%

-1.1%
-1.2%
0 2%
-0.7%
06
-0.5%

Note: The output change estimate is the change of all firms' price changes in the
market, weighted by market share. Calculations based on Applicants Economic
Model using updated inputs.
51. To test the sensitivity of these results, Table 12 shows the output of the Economic Model with
different assumptions. We have used the Applicants assumptions for diversion rates (using share of gross
adds rather than the porting data to determine the diversion rates), for the profit margin ([Begin

Confidential Information]
[End Confidential Information] percent for all firms), the LTE
penetration ([Begin Confidential Informationi
[End Confidential Information] percent for
standalone AT&T and [Begin Confidential Information] [End Confidential Information] percent for
T-Mobile), and we have also estimated the Economic Model allowing the costs of the other firms to
increase and using -0.5 as the industry elasticity. In each case, the Economic Model predicts that
unilateral effects alone will cause prices to be higher and output to be lower every year.
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Table 12. Weighted Average National Price Differences and Output Relative to No Transaction
Using Alternative Model Specifications
connaenuai

[End Confidential Informationj
52. Overall, the output and pricing predictions we obtain from a more reasonable implementation
of the Engineering and Economic Models are substantially different from the Applicants' findings. This
further demonstrates the unreliability and sensitivity of their models and shows that they have not met
their burden that the transaction is in the public interest.

III.

CONCLUSION

53.
The Applicants submitted an Economic Model to demonstrate the price effects of their
proposed transaction. Contrary to their assertions, the Economic Model does not provide any basis to
conclude that there would be no harm to consumers. Instead, this Appendix shows that the Economic
Model is unreliable. In addition, when given more reasonable inputs, the Economic Model shows that
unilateral incentives are expected to cause prices to increase, harming consumers.
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